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Press Release 

 

A Relaxing Break from the Daily Routine  

Mineral spas in Stuttgart: Leuze, Cannstatt and Berg 

 

The Stuttgart district of Bad Cannstatt is a tingly, bubbly place. Its 19 springs, 13 of which are state-

recognised for their curative properties, produce some 44 million litres of mineral water daily. 

Greater mineral water resources are to be found in Europe only in Budapest. This precious natural 

asset is utilised in many different ways at the three spas: DAS LEUZE Mineralbad, SoleBad 

Cannstatt and Mineralbad Berg. The carbonated water is used in the swimming pools, for the 

various therapeutic facilities and in the public drinking fountains.  

 

DAS LEUZE offers a maximum of bathing enjoyment, with no fewer than nine swimming and 

bathing pools and a total water area of nearly 1,800 square metres in the mineral indoor and 

outdoor pools. Swimmers love the 20°C swimming pool with unchlorinated, natural, therapeutic 

water, while those just wanting to relax will enjoy the 36°C warm bubble pool.  

At the Mineralbad Berg, the cult thermal spa with its 1950s charm, 5 million litres of natural mineral 

water bubble daily from six springs into the in- and outdoor swimming pools. The flow rate from the 

springs is so high that no chlorination, mechanical circulation or other form of water treatment is 

necessary.  

The SoleBad Cannstatt has five different medicinal springs with acidulous and saline water. The 

extensive sauna area comprises 1,200 square metres. Four sauna rooms at differing temperatures 

and a Russian-Roman steam bath provide perfect relaxation. 

 

So if you want to leave your daily cares behind you, Stuttgart's just the place for you. 

 

 

 

Information about the Stuttgart Region at: Stuttgart-Marketing GmbH, Tourist Information "i-Punkt", 

Königstr. 1a (opposite main railway station), Phone: +49 711-22 28-0, info@stuttgart-tourist.de, 

www.stuttgart-tourist.com 

Hotel rooms: Phone: +49 711-22 28-100, hotels@stuttgart-tourist.de 

Sightseeing tours: Phone: +49 711-22 28-123, touren@stuttgart-tourist.de 
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